
of pension schemes surveyed in a recent PPI report 
expected members to become more concerned about 
social considerations in investment decisions.1

increase in the size of the social impact investing 
market in the UK alone over the past eight years.2

Pensions expert. Schemes to pay more attention to social factors in ESG strategies. 20 April 2021.2

Pension Policy Institute. Engaging with ESG: Environmental, Social and Governance Factors 2020. The survey was open to responses from both schemes and third parties 
involved in the process, such as consultants and asset managers. There were 62 responses in total, including 31 pension schemes, 48% of which were Defined Contribution 
(DC) and 52% Defined Benefit (DB).
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Conducted on behalf of BNPP AM by Greenwich Associates. 96 institutional investors and 33 intermediary distributors in the UK, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and 
Nordic countries were surveyed during June 2020.

3

of respondents to a recent investment industry ESG survey3 cited 
social considerations as having a positive impact on long-term 
investment performance and risk management.
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Social issues are moving up the agenda for investors in markets such 
as the US…

...as they work to help address some key global issues against an 
easing Covid-19 backdrop.

The ‘S’ factor

Source: Edelman Trust Barometer -  Institutional Investor Contents Trust Report. The report surveyed 600 institutional investors across six markets fielded from 03 September to 
09 October 2020. 
* Significant differences at the 95% confidence indicated by red or green text Edelman Trust Barometer Special Report: Institutional Investors Q10: Please select how important 
each of the following elements are when it comes to ESG investing. For each one, please indicate how important it is using a 9-point scale where 1 means “not at all important” 
and 9 means “most important.” Shown T2B Important. 6-Market Global Average n=600; United States n=100.
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PERCENTAGE OF INVESTORS WHO AGREE EACH ESG FACTOR IS VERY IMPORTANT
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